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A. Convergence Analysis
To facilitate the convergence analysis, we define the clas-

sification probability of true positive clothes class (ground
truth clothes class of fi), pseudo positive clothes class (with
the same identity but different clothes from fi), and nega-
tive clothes class (with different identities from fi) as pPos,
pPPos, and pNeg . In the first step of optimization, minimiz-
ing LC will maximize pPos and minimize pPPos and pNeg .
In the second step, minimizing LCA will maximize pPos

and pPPos, and minimize pNeg . So the probability distribu-
tion of the convergence state should be pPos � pPPos �
pNeg . To verify this, we count the average probability for
these three types of clothes classes of all samples on LTCC
at the last training epoch. As shown in Fig. 1, pPos of most
samples converges to 0.6∼1; pPPos converges to 1e-4∼0.1;
and pNeg converges to 1e-5∼1e-2. The convergence results
are consistent with our analysis.

B. Experiments on VC-Clothes
VC-Clothes [10] is a virtual dataset synthesized by

GTA5. It contains 19,060 images from 512 identities
and 4 cameras (scenes). Each identity has 1∼3 suits of
clothes and all samples of each identity captured by cam-
era 2&3 must wear the same clothes. Hence, most current
works [3, 10] report the results on the subset from camera
2&3 as the accuracy in the same-clothes (SC) setting. Be-
sides, they report the results on the subset from camera 3&4
as the accuracy in clothes-changing (CC) setting. To make
a fair comparison, we follow the settings in these works.

We compare the proposed CAL with two single-
modality-based (RGB) re-id methods (i.e. MDLA [6] and
PCB [9]) and three multi-modality-based re-id methods (i.e.
Part-aligned [8], FSAM [3], and 3DSL [1]) on VC-Clothes
in Tab. 1. It can be seen that using RGB images only,
the proposed CAL outperforms the baseline and all these
state-of-the-art methods in general, the same-clothes, and
clothes-changing settings. This comparison can demon-
strate the effectiveness of CAL. Since these state-of-the-
art methods do not report the accuracy in the same-clothes
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Figure 1. The statistics of the average probability for three types
of clothes classes on LTCC at the last training epoch. Best viewed
in color.

Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-arts on VC-Clothes.

method
general SC CC

(all cams) (cam2&cam3) (cam3&cam4)
top-1 mAP top-1 mAP top-1 mAP

MDLA [6] 88.9 76.8 94.3 93.9 59.2 60.8
PCB [9] 87.7 74.6 94.7 94.3 62.0 62.2
Part-aligned [8] 90.5 79.7 93.9 93.4 69.4 67.3
FSAM [3] - - 94.7 94.8 78.6 78.9
3DSL [1] - - - - 79.9 81.2
baseline 88.3 79.2 94.1 94.3 67.3 67.9
CAL 92.9 87.2 95.1 95.3 81.4 81.7

Table 2. The results in the same-clothes and clothes-changing set-
tings for the data from all cameras on VC-Clothes.

method
SC CC

(all cams) (all cams)
top-1 mAP top-1 mAP

baseline 94.5 93.9 74.2 66.5
CAL 96.0 95.7 85.8 79.8

and clothes-changing settings on the whole dataset from
all cameras, we only compare our method with the base-
line in these settings in Tab. 2. The experimental results
show CAL outperforms the baseline, especially in clothes-
changing setting.



Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on LaST and
DeepChange.

method
LaST DeepChange

top-1 mAP top-1 mAP
OSNet [12] 63.8 20.9 39.7 10.3
ReIDCaps [4] - - 39.5 11.3
BoT [5] 68.3 25.3 47.5 13.0
mAPLoss [7] 69.9 27.6 - -
baseline 69.4 25.6 50.6 15.9
CAL 73.7 28.8 54.0 19.0

C. Experiments on LaST and DeepChange
LaST [7] and DeepChange [11] are two large-scale long-

term person re-id datasets. LaST provides clothes labels of
the training set, while DeepChange does not provide any
clothes labels. We notice that the collection date of each
image on DeepChange is given. Since the samples of the
same person captured on different days have a high prob-
ability of wearing different clothes, we attempt to use the
collection date as pseudo clothes labels to train CAL. To
make a fair comparison, we set batch size as 64 follow-
ing [7] and each batch contains 16 persons and 4 images
for each person. On LaST, triplet loss [2] is used as the
metric learning loss for both baseline and CAL (removing
it will cause severe performance degradation). Finally, we
report the performance in general setting to compare with
state-of-the-art methods. Especially, on DeepChange, we
allow the true matches coming from the same camera but
different tracklets as query following [11].

The comparisons with the baseline and state-of-the-art
methods on LaST and DeepChange are shown in Tab. 3. It
can be seen that the proposed CAL outperforms the baseline
and these state-of-the-art methods significantly. Especially,
on DeepChange, when the collection date is used as pseudo
clothes label, CAL still works well. It demonstrates that the
proposed method does not rely on accurate clothes annota-
tions.
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